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Field Day 
Opportunities With 
SCCARC
By Suellene Petersen, K6CPA

South County ARES will be practicing emer-
gency communication exercises and in con-
nection with UCSCARC.  Bob Wiser, K6RMW, 
our current Vice President and South County 
EC, will be testing the C-Pole (circularly 
polarized) antenna that was designed 
and built at UCSC this year by students.  
Additionally, the two groups will be testing 
their ability to send a PDF message with and 
EMCOMM message.  Don’t think it can be 
done?  Wait and see how they do.  We will 
report on the results in the July, 2015 issue 
of the Short Skip Newsletter.  

At UCSCARC, newly licensed students are 
signing up to work their first Field Day 
exercise.  They will practice sending and 
receiving EMCOMM messages and testing the 
C-Pole Antenna with the South County ARES 
group in Watsonville.  Also, these new oper-
ators are eager to participate in the contest-
ing side of Field Day.  Steve Petersen, AC6P, 
our current SCCARC Treasurer, says he will 
set up his satellite station this year at the 
UCSC East Field to train students how to 
contact the  Space Station.  Several other 
operators from SLVARC will also be operating 
at the UCSC site as guests and mentors. 

If you are interested in being a guest 
operator of UCSCARC or if you would like 
to operate Field Day from our SCCARC Ham 
Shack,  please contact Suellene at k6cpa@
arrl.net.  Contact Sam Sjogren at  sjogren@
cruzio.com if you would like to operate at 
the SLVARC Field Day Site.

Dayton was a 
Blast this Year
By Dan Romanchik, KB6NU
   <cwgeek@kb6nu.com> 

A couple of weeks ago, I made my annual 
pilgrimmage to Dayton for the 2015 Hamven-
tion. This year, I had even more fun than in 
the past, and that’s saying a lot.

I started Dayton 2015 on Thursday by attend-
ing the QRP-ARCI’s Four Days in May (http://
www.qrparci.org/fdim/) seminar. George 
Dobbs, G3RJV, gave a very nice talk that not 
only talked about circuits, but also the people 
he’s met over the years and the places he’s 
been. Paul, M0XPD, gave an interesting talk on 
crystal filters and using an Arduino to control 
a QRP rig. The final talk, by Glen, KW5GP, was 
also about using an Arduino to control a QRP 
rig. Other talks covered transmission lines and 
SWR and adventures in PCB making. I learned 
something in every single one.

That evening, I participated in Vendor’s Night. 
I sold quite a few copies of my CW Geek’s 
Guide to Having Fun with Morse Code and gave 
out quite a few “I’m a CW Geek” buttons and 
“Hams Obey Ohm’s Law” stickers.

Friday and Saturday were all about the 
Hamvention. As far as new products go, there 
were a couple of interesting announcements. 
Elecraft introduced the K3S, an updated and 
upgraded K3 HF Transceiver, and  FlexRadio 
introduced the Maestro, a “front end” with 
knobs, dials, and LCD screen for their software-
driven radios. Apparently, hams like knobs and 
dials after all.

It seemed to me that there were more people 
at this year’s Hamvention. There were certainly 
more sellers out in the flea market. And deals 
were to be had. I picked up a Bencher BY-1 
for only $50. I also found a Hallicrafters HA-1 
T.O. Keyer (http://www.ai4fr.com/main/page_
ham_radio_hallicrafters_ha1.html), which I 
believe to be the first commercially-available 
electronic keyer. Produced in the 1960s, it 

uses tubes to generate dots and dashes.

Dayton usually has a great lineup of forums, 
but aside from perhaps the TAPR forum, the 
Antennas forum, and maybe the ATV forum, 
none of them really called to me. Also, I was 
really busy talking to people I know, meeting 
readers, and trying to get the dealers to carry 
my books, so I didn’t get to a single one.

Being the CW geek that I am, I’m hoping to 
hold a CW forum at next year’s Hamvention. 
I’ve already contacted the forum people, and 
while they haven’t committed to giving me 
time, I did get a very positive response. C U 
THR?

Technical Advances 
in Kentucky

I expect that you have noticed how machine-
like many of our QSO’s are these days. I feel we 
have lost much of the personal touch in Ham 
Radio but  we have to stay up with technol-
ogy- especially artificial intelligence and robot-
ics .

To this end my grandson and I have created 
RoboHam.  He can call CQ, send 599 and log a 
contact, which is ( with  due respect ) all he 
needs to enter a major contest.

—73 To All, Ron W6WO
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DX DISCOVERIES

I was delighted to hear the news that our 
club president, Suellene, K6CPA, has assumed 
the post of manager and editor of the Scotts 
Valley Banner newspaper.  That’s nice!  As 
our second term club president, ARRL PIO, 
VE and Tech class instructor, she is one busy 
person!  Suellene, an excellent writer, has 
been a member of the True Tales Writer’s 
group under the direction of Nancy Hofmann, 
for two years.  What is the old adage?  If you 
want something done, find a busy person to 
do it. 

Thanks to Tom Ginsburg, K6TG, for stirring 
us all up regarding the K6BJ club 2 meter 
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Why Does 
SCCARC Need 
Bylaws?
By Suellene Petersen

I can think of several reasons why we need 
bylaws, all of which are important for the 
welfare of our club, SCCARC, Inc.  Bylaws are 
a legal document that set forth the purpose 
and policies of our club.  The document can 
help new members learn about the club’s 
purpose and how the club is supposed to 
function. When our Board Members are 
elected they are given the duty of doing the 
club’s business.  If the bylaws do not contain 
adequate provisions with directions on how 
to decide the scope of issues that come 
before the Board, then these directors are 
not properly empowered to do their elected 
duty.  People who don’t have such rules can 
lose objectivity and Boards can then make 
decisions based on changing whims, but 
bylaws guide Board members so that their 
decisions are fair and unbiased.  Club mem-
bers are only human, and we grow old, lose 
our memories, move away or become silent 
keys.  When those things happen, we forget 
the policies and what we are supposed to 
do in specific situations.   There is no one is 
available, then, to guide new people in what 
our purpose is and how we fulfill it.  Bylaws 
mitigate that problem by stating the policies 
and procedures that define our club.  There-
fore, we should all have a copy and be able 
review it at will.

Many people may not realize that as a tax 
exempt, not for profit corporation, we are 
required by both Federal and State law to 
maintain current bylaws.  The bylaws are a 
legal document that should define what the 
organization is all about and how it is sup-
posed to function.  The original bylaws that 
were created by club members when SCCARC, 
Inc. was formed can be amended and should 
be amended.  Generally, corporations amend 
bylaws about every five years just to stay cur-
rent with changing technology, law and social 
norms.  When we amend our bylaws, we will 
need to file an amended copy with the IRS 
so that they have the latest set of bylaws.  
The only bylaws that are legal are the latest 
ones filed with the Federal government.   If 
we lose our copy of the bylaws for any reason 
we can always obtain a copy by submitting a 
request on IRS form 4506-A. 

repeater.  With everyone owning smart 
phones (including my great grandchildren), 
repeater use has dropped significantly.  
Tom has been Net manager for a couple 
of decades and is always looking for net 
control operators – and especially net users 
for our 7:30 PM Monday night nets.  If you 
haven’t checked in for a while, please put it 
on your calendars.  There is always opportu-
nity for a rag chew after the net.  Tom has 
polled club members concerning net use and 
will present his findings to the club board 
for their information.  Thanks Tom, and also 
for being our Field Day coordinator for the 
past twenty or thirty years! And – ARES 
member. ( I remember Tom standing watches 
at various schools during past emergencies 
and the  ’89 Earthquake.)

I Received these photos and captions from 
Patrick Henry, our member up in Gold Beach,

Oregon. Think our Shortskip readers might 
like to see K6BJ’s early radio work.

—Art WF6P

Early Radios by 
Reinartz K6BJ
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WWII veteran Maurice Ricketts, is driven to the down-
town Santa Cruz Veterans Memorial Hall by his caregiver.

(Shmuel Thaler — Santa Cruz Sentinel)

Memorial Day 2015 at 
Santa Cruz Veterans 
Center in Santa Cruz
Don K6GHA

This year on Memorial Day I had the spe-
cial pleasure of assisting Maurice N6GOW 
back on the air at the Veterans Memorial 
station, through K6BJ repeater. 

I went to the Veterans Memorial Hall to 
see what events were planned on Monday, 
and bumped into Maurice, He said that he 
had not been upstairs to the radio room 
to operate the station at all this year. I 
decided to try and get him at least on the 
air again before the days scheduled events 
for the Memorial Day remembrance.  I got 
Maurice up into the radio room and made 
a general CQ on K6BJ. To my surprise, 
and enjoyment, a number of local club 
operators called back with best wishes to 
Maurice, as well and to honor and remem-
ber the veterans who had supported our 
country. It was great time to hear Maurice 
retell is stories about being inspired by 
the Calvary parade as a 15 year old, enlist-
ing and becoming a private first class as a 
volunteer in WWII, and about his passion 
for working Morris code in the Navy. 

I would like to thank a number of opera-
tors who came back to a general call out 
on Memorial Day. In a time limited 
window,  KE6AFE, KM6IKE, N1WC, WB6DWP 
all answer the roll call. On my end of the 
mic, it was wonderful seeing the smile of 
Maurice, at 93 years young, and celebrat-
ing Memorial Day events at the veterans 
Hall in Santa Cruz. 

Updated ARES Manual 
Now Online 
Updated Amateur Radio Emergency Service 
Manual Now Online The latest edition<http://
www.arrl.org/files/file/Public%20Service/
ARES/ARESmanual2015.pdf>(March 2015) 
of the Amateur Radio Emergency Service(r) 
(ARES)<http://www.arrl.org/ares> )

Manual now is online. This edition includes 
various Incident Command System (ICS) 
forms for ARES use, clarifies the role of 
the Radio Amateur Civil Emergency Service 
(RACES), contains an improved chapter on 
ARES training, and includes all current ARRL 
memoranda of understanding/agreement. 
ARES consists of Amateur Radio licensees 
who have voluntarily registered their quali-
fications and equipment for communication 
duty in the public service, when disaster 
strikes. Every licensed amateur, regardless 
of ARRL membership, is eligible to apply for 
ARES membership.

LISTENING TO WEAK SIGNALS
Some tips for listening and decoding weak 
signals:

 1. Use headphones. This helps immensely. Hav-
ing the signal close to your ears and shutting 
out room noise helps a lot. Everybody has their 
favorite headphones. If you don’t operate for 
long stretches at a time the type that cover 
the ear completely are best, I have a pair of 
old Koss PRO-4as that work well. they aren’t 
cheap. For longer operating periods an on the 
ear type is more comfortable. Sennheiser makes 
some really good ones that are hard to beat. 
They aren’t cheap either. The Walkman/portable 
CD player headphones are also OK and can be 
bought reasonably at your local Target, K-Mart, 
or Walmart. For lightweight uses, like backpack-
ing, I use the ear bud types. I use Sony. 

2. Turn off the AGC. Depending on how the 
threshold is set, the noise can be artificially 
raised by the AGC. Also, other strong signals or 
impulse noise can cause the AGC to reduce gain 
and your signal. Along with turning off the AGC 
you can turn down the RF gain and turn the AF 
gain up. This helps sometimes. 

3. Use a narrow filter. If you already have CW 
filters installed in the IF you may wish to go to 
a very narrow audio filter. I find a 100 Hz filter 
often helps me copy a station that is barely 
readable at 500 Hz bandwidth. 

4. Make sure that electrical devices which can 
cause interference are turned off. I usually 
turn the thermostat down during the winter fox 
hunts as the furnace blower can cause a low, 
but bothersome noise. This obviously depends 
on how cold the night is and how ham friendly 
your family is.

5. Experiment with DSP. Some noise reduction 
algorithms implemented in DSP technology 
are very useful in reducing noise and making 

a barely readable signal able to copy. They all 
produce some artifacts, and the result is not 
like copying off the air. Some people find it 
objectionable, and some don’t. You may wish 
to borrow a DSP to see if you like it and think 
it helps.

6. Raise the antenna to get it away from local 
noise sources. Recall that there is a limit to 
the strength of a signal you can copy. Good CW 
ops with some experience can copy CW signals 
several dB below the noise, and signals at the 
same level as the noise are copied by almost 
everybody who has even a little experience 
in CW. I hope that you find this information 
useful.

— James R. Duffey KK6MC/5

Club History Revisited

Hank KG6EE SK, Dave W6TUW SK and Cap KE6AFE celebrate the new millennium by bring the ARRL 
Charter (dated 1930) out of the SCCARC vault for it’s annual inspection. (Jan 2001 Short Skip)



MONTEREY BAY REPEATER ACTIVITY
Santa Cruz K6BJ 146.790- PL 94.8 Santa Cruz  (linked to KI6EH)
County KI6EH 147.945- PL 94.8 Watsonville (linked to K6BJ)
 K6BJ 440.925+ PL 123.0 Santa Cruz (not linked)  
 K6BJ D-Star 441.675 +5MHz (D Star link: tinyurl.com/dstar-sc)
	 •	SCCARC	Net	Monday	7:30	PM	146.79-	/147.945-	/147.180+	linked
	 •	SCCARC	10	Meter	Net	Monday	7:00	PM	28.308	MHz	USB
ARES	Net	 SC	County	Wide	ARES	Tuesday	7:30	PM	on	147.180+	PL	94.8	 	
 and 443.600+ PL 110.9 linked
San	Lorenzo	 WR6AOK	147.120+	PL	94.8	Ben	Lomond
Valley	 •	SLV	Net	Thursday	7:30	PM
Loma	Prieta	 	AB6VS	440.550+	/	AE6KE	146.835-	PL	94.8		(linked	for	net)
	 •	LP	ARES	/	LPARC	Net	Tuesday	7:15	PM
Monterey	 K6LY	146.97-	PL	94.8	/	444.700+	PL123	(linked	for	net)	Monterey
	 •	Monterey	Co.	ARES	Net	Wednesday	7:30	PM	K6LY	146.970-	(PL	94.8)
	 •	NPSARC	Net	Wednesday	at	8	PM	on	K6LY/R
	LPRC	 WR6ABD	146.640-	PL	162.2	/	442.900+	PL	162.2	(winsystem.org)
	 •	LPRC	Net	Tuesday	8:00	PM		146.640-(PL	162.2)	
 •	Amateur	Radio	Newsline	broadcast	Tuesday
•	Santa	Clara	Valley	Section	Traffic	NET		Tuesday	9:00PM	146.640-	(PL 162.2)

FOR	MORE	INFO	SEE:	http://www.k6bj.org/freq.html 

SCCARC Calendar of Events 
ARES	Meeting	(prior	to	club	meeting) Friday Jun 19
SCCARC	Meeting	 Friday	 Jun	19		
Cake	Meetings	 1st	and	3rd	Sat
Board	Meeting	 Thurs	 Jun	25
Field Day   Jun 27-28
Short	Skip	articles	due	 Monday	 Jul	6
SCCARC	Meeting	 Friday	 Jul	17

MONTHLY MEETINGS.
The	SCCARC	Meets	at	7:30	PM,	on	the	THIRD	FRIDAY	
of	the	each	month	(except	December).	Meetings	are	at	
Dominican	Hospital,		basement	conference	room,1555	
Soquel	Drive,	Santa	Cruz

.

SCCARC Board - 2015
President Suellene Petersen K6CPA  (831) 335-2662 
Vice President Bob Wiser K6RMW  
Secretary Michael Usher AG6MK  (408) 582-2029
Treasurer Stephen Petersen AC6P  
Directors Allen Fugelseth WB6RWU   (831) 475-8846 
 Bruce Hawkins AC6DN
 Kathleen McQuilling KI6AIE  (831) 476-6303
 Robert Ritchey KJ6FFP
 Dave Steinbruner WB6DWP  (831) 685-2915

K6BJ Trustee  Allen Fugelseth WB6RWU   (831) 475-8846

Short	Skip	is	published	12	times	per	year.	
Free	to	members.

Santa	Cruz	County	Amateur	Radio	Club,	Inc.
Post	Office	Box	238,	Santa	Cruz,	CA	95061

Editor:	Ron	Baldwin,	k6ext.santacruz@gmail.com
Columnist:	Art	Lee,	WF6P

Writer: Ron	Skelton,	W6WO

SANTA CRUZ COUNTY AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
P.O. BOX 238
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95061-0238

Net Control Schedule:
6/8 Chris KG6DOZ 
6/15 Tom K6TG
6/22 Becky KI6TKB
6/29 Lou NJ6H
7/6 Chris KG6DOZ
7/13 Phil KE6UWH
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Microcomputers for Ham Radio
Glen Worstell 

SCCARC Short Skip

May 4, 2015

Acknowledgements : Kerry, K3RRY, for information about the 
Arduino, and Matthias Koch for assistance with Mecrisp Forth.

Introduction
Modern microcomputers have become very inexpensive and 
ubiquitous in many applications including ham radio ones. Browsing 
QST and other publications will reveal many small projects using 
Microchip PIC, Atmel 8 bit AVR and Arduino boards, and other 
micros.

This note will focus on alternatives to the very popular Arduino, and 
why one might want to consider them.

There are many small, very low cost development boards available for
hobbyists. Only a few that the author recommends will be discussed.

Some published projects use individual microcomputer parts rather 
than using boards assembled with other parts such as connectors, 
voltage regulators, etc. While this is viable, the cost after PCBs and 
various parts are added is often higher than the cost of using a 
development board. Because of this only development boards will be 
considered here.

Arduino Development Boards
The Arduino platform is extremely popular for use with small
projects, especially ones developed by folks who are not 



professional software coders. A programming language called
“wiring” is usually used; wiring is a simplified version of the 
C language. It has the disadvantage of being difficult to debug
using professional debugging tools, but this is often overcome
by putting print statements in strategic places and removing 
them for the finished code.

There is an excellent web site for information about some ham
radio projects using Arduino:

http://www.arrl.org/arduino

For example, here is the layout of one Arduino project:

http://www.arrl.org/arduino


If one wants to duplicate a published project it probably is 
easiest to simply use exactly what the author used – 
individual micros, Arduinos, whatever. However, for 
developing a unique project it may be better to use a 
development board – one cheaper and more powerful than an 
Arduino, and with better spacing for a custom breadboard to 
be added to the development board. Arduinos have a layout 
of pins for breadboards that is not on the common 0.1” 
spacing, making custom boards difficult to develop. 

Some possible ham radio projects
Many useful projects could be considered for your own 
project. Some ideas:

● Ham Radio Repeater Locater

● This has already been done by the author, but a 2nd version 
is in progress. You could beat him to it!

● Auto band switching for amplifier or tuner.

● By reading the CAT serial output from a transceiver a small 
micro could send the necessary CAT command to a linear 
amplifier or tuner such that the band would be switched 
automatically as the transceiver band is changed.



● Controller for remote transceiver

● An ordinary transceiver is usually too large to mount in a 
convenient place for mobile use,  but a microcomputer board 
with a small display and a few switches could use CAT 
control to operate a transceiver located elsewhere in the auto.

● Lots more possibilities – let your imagination run wild!

About programming languages for micros

There are many choices. Professional programmers usually 
use C, but for occasional use by hobbyists it might not be a 
good choice because of the substantial learning required.

“Make” scripts (Make is complex and not welldesigned) as 
well as scripts for memory mapping and linking are required 
for C. 

The Arduino Wiring language makes Clike development 
easier, and all of the boards suggested here can use either a 
Wiringlike language such as TI Energia or STM MBED. In 
addition, the Forth  language can be used, particularly the 
excellent Mecrisp Forth (more about that later).



For many boards some or all of the following may be available:

● Lua – a very nice scripting language.

● Basic

● Pascal (compiler)

● C# and Java

● Assembly language – available for all micros, fastest and 
smallest code in the hands of an expert, but hard to write 
for most folks.

● Many other niche languages.

About the Forth programming language
Forth is a niche language somewhat popular in the 80's. It is a 
good alternative to C for small embedded systems and as such
has had a resurgence among programmers  who are doing 
smallvolume embedded system projects (projects for large
volume markets are almost always written in C by 
professional programmers).

The author prefers Forth over C for such projects, and even 
though Wiring, MBED, and Energia are much easier to use 
than C the author prefers Forth to those alternatives.



If you have not studied or used Forth there is a bit of learning 
to do. It is rather different than most languages. A good way 
to start would be to read  the free online edition of Starting 
FORTH by Leo Brodie (Google it).

A big plus with Forth is its interactive nature; typing short 
commands will result in an immediate response with no need 
to compile, link, load, and run. A debugger is not needed 
because Forth by itself is an excellent debugger.

An excellent (free) version called Mecrisp Forth (Google it) 
can be used on any of the boards mentioned here, as well as 
quite a few others. It was designed for Linux but should also 
run on Windows with little effort.

After downloading and installing Mecrisp, you should read 
the “Readme” file and study all the “words” (commands or 
subroutines) documented, and then try some of the supplied 
demos and/or create some new “words” of your own. Note 
that the Forth meaning of “word” is very different than the 
meaning everywhere else in microprocessor literature.

If there is interest the author may write a short tutorial that 
would explain some of the inner workings and give a step by 



step procedure for learning by online use.

Finally, although Mecrisp Forth is an excellent environment, if
your project would work just fine using Arduino wiring or 
Energia or MBED and in particular if you already familiar 
with it, there is nothing wrong with just using it.

Arduino boards from U.S. sources are in general more expensive 
than the other boards suggested here, but if purchased from China 
they may be cheaper, although buyer beware: many Chinese 
products are of poor quality, and delivery may be via “Slow Boat 
from China”!

As a final suggestion, never purchase RF connectors such as BNC or
PL-259 from China. They are almost certain to give trouble. Stick to 

Amphenol or other highquality U.S. brand connectors.

Recommended alternatives to Arduino 
boards or custom boards



TI MSP430 Launchpad 
Cost: about $10. Micro: 16 bit
MSP430. Programming: Energia
(like Wiring for the Arduino), or
Mecrisp Forth. 

Advantages: nice assembly
language, very popular.

Disadvantages: small RAM,
although variations with larger RAM
are available.



TI Tiva Launchpad
Cost: about $13. Micro: ARM
CortexM4. Programming:
Energia or Mecrisp Forth.

Advantages: Large RAM
and Flash, very powerful micro
(the ARM Cortex micros have
virtually taken over the
industrial and consumer market
for micros),  huge infrastructure, 
many I/O choices including
CAN.

This is the board
recommended by the author for your own 
custom project unless you have a good 
reason to pick another.



STM32F Nucleo
Cost: about $10. These boards
are available in a large variety of
configurations with various ARM
Cortex M-0, M-3, or M-4 micros.
Programmable using MBED, which
is similar to the Arduino Wiring
compiler, or using Mecrisp Forth.
Advantages: same as TI Tiva, plus
Arduino-style connectors in
addition to proper 0.1” spaced
connectors. Minor disadvantage:
the boot loader is not robust and is
easily destroyed, although it is not
too difficult to repair.



Freescale FRDM
KL25Z
Cost: about $13.  Micro: ARM
M0. Advantages: MBED, or
free Freescale C compiler for
Windows or Linux, or
Mecrisp Forth. Disadvantage:
connectors use Arduino
spacing (this may be an
advantage if Arduino
“shields” are to be used.

Boot loader not particularly
robust – easy to destroy, hard
to reinstall.

There are many other choices available, and it might pay to do some 
“Google” browsing. If you just want to get going with something you 
can't go wrong by picking the TI Tiva Launchpad or one of the STM 
Nucleo boards.

 



Conclusion
Developing microcomputer hardware and software for small personal
projects (or for publication) can be very rewarding. Learning new 
programming languages and other skills is often fun and worthwhile.

While the Arduino is a popular platform for such activities there are 
other alternatives that may be better in some ways: cheaper, more 
powerful, more I/O functions.

You may contact the author with questions or suggestions:

Glen Worstell, KG0T

glen@worstell.com

8317047395

mailto:glen@worstell.com
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